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Department of2VIathematics, University of Wisconsin, Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53201 
A schema is thought of as determining a class of structures--namely, those 
interpretations for the schema for which a convergent computation occurs. 
(This view is analogous to the ordinary use of first-order formulas to determine 
a class of structures.) Model theoretic questions, such as compactness, have 
been explored in this context. This paper answers the question of whether 
or not the Craig Interpolation Theorem holds for program schemata, and for 
several extensions of program schemata. It is shown that, in a certain setting, 
there is a trade-off between implicit versus explicit definition and bounded 
versus unbounded storage requirements. 
INTRODUCTION 
Program schemata have been used as a machine- independent way of studying 
programs which operate on algebraic structures. A schema can also be thought 
of as characterizing a set of structures much in the same way that a first-oder 
formula does. If  S is a schema and ~ is an appropriate structure (i.e., an inter- 
pretation for S), we say 6g ~ S if S operating on the interpretation 6geventually 
halts (or "converges"). 
Now, here is what is meant by an "interpolation question." Suppose C is 
a class of (uninterpreted) schemata. I f  S 1 and S~ are in C we say S 1 -+ S~ if for 
every 6g such that ~ ~ S 1 it is also the case that 6g ~ S 2 . (That is, if S 1 halts 
on 6g, so does S 2 .) Suppose that S 1 uses predicate symbols -P1 and O, function 
symbols F 1 and _G, and that S 2 uses predicate symbols -P2 and _(2 and function 
symbols F 2 and _G. Then  is there a schema S in C using only ~_ and G_ which lies 
between 31 and S 2, i.e., such that S 1 -+ S and S -+ S 2? Of course, in the 
analogous ituation, where $1 and S2 are first-order formulas, the existence of 
such a first-order formula S is exactly the conclusion of the Craig Interpolation 
Theorem. 
Our results are phrased in terms of interpolation, but, as in first-order logic, 
there are close relationships to implicit versus explicit definability, which will 
be pointed out at appropriate times. The main results are that interpolation 
* Research for this paper was done while the author held an American Mathematical 
Society Postdoctoral Fellowship. 
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fails for the class of flowchart schemata, fails in several extensions of flowchart 
schemata, and holds for an extension obtained by allowing unbounded storage 
space. 
The proof for flowchart schemata uses a simple coding technique, but with 
a few twists. (A little broken-field running is needed to get around the possible 
"bad" interpretations for the schemata used in the counterexample.) This 
proof provides an introduction to the techniques used in the result of main 
computational interest, namely, a negative answer for the class of flowchart 
schemata with counters. (These devices can be thought of as having unlimited 
storage space for binarY information but finite storage for the algebraic objects.) 
The proof is based upon the following observation: A program with fixed 
finite storage (for the algebraic objects) can check a list of all terms even if it 
has too little storage to evaluate those terms. It will be seen that using implicit 
rather than explicit definition allows a bound to be placed on the amount of 
storage needed. 
A combination of the compactness theorem for first-order logic with a new 
refinement of the Craig Interpolation Theorem gives a positive answer for 
schemata with unlimited storage for algebraic objects. 
A final theorem, for schemata ugmented with first-order predicates, will be 
a manifestation of the fact that implicit in the stepwise operation of programs 
is the ability to semicompute he "standardness" of an "integer. 'u (Any mystery 
apparent in this remark will be made clear in Sect. 4.) The failure of interpolation 
in this setting is related to the falsity of a "stage-by-stage" strengthening of 
the Craig Interpolation Theorem in ordinary first-order logic. Some refined 
counterexamples in first-order logic have been obtained by Friedman (1975). 
1. INTERPOLATIO N FAILS FOR FLOWCHART SCHEMATA 
Flowchart schemata re defined here similarly to the definition in Paterson 
(1968). Briefly, a flowchart schema is a finite flowchart made up of five kinds of 
boxes: 
(a) START 
(b) X := Y 
(c) x :=  F (G ,..., G)  
(d) TEST P(Y~,..., Yk) 
(e) HALT  
There must be exactly one START box. There may be none or several of 
each of the other types of boxes. In (b), (c), and (d) the X's and Y's can be any 
I See Kfoury (1973) for another application of this fact. 
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symbols, which are thought of as naming storage cells, _P can be a symbol for 
a k-ary predicate, or can be ~, a special predicate symbol which is always inter- 
preted as equality. 2 For S, a flowchart schema, the language of S, ~L~°(S), is 
defined as the set of function symbols and predicate symbols (excluding "~) 
which appear in S. s The rules for interconnecting the boxes are the obvious ones, 
and a schema "runs" in the obvious way once it is given an interpretation; 
6~ ~ (3, F 1 .... , F,~, P1 ,.-., P~), where A is called the "domain" of the inter- 
pretation, or the "set of algebraic objects," and each F i is a function (of the 
number of arguments appropriate to the corresponding function symbol) from A 
to .d and each Pi is a predicate (of the appropriate number of arguments). (For 
example, during the run a TEST  -P(Y1 ,..., Y~) yields a branch in one of two 
ways according to whether the vector of values in the indicated cells satisfies P.) 
The run "halts" if any HALT  box is ever reached. For concreteness, if any Yi  
mentioned when a box of type (b), (c), or (d) is executed has never been stored 
into, the computation diverges. 0-ary functions, C( ) ,  may appear in flowchart 
schemata. (They are thought of as constants, sometimes written simply _C.) 
The main artifice of Theorem 1.1 is the use of pairing functions to simulate 
the tape of a Turing machine. Say S has function symbols, L, _//1, and ~2 and 
we guarantee that in any run of S the domain will be an infinite set A with 
L: A X A ---~1-1 A, and HI(L(a l ,  a2) ) = a 1 and 172(L(al , a~)) = a 2 for all a l ,  
a2 in A. Say also there are constant symbols 0 and 1 guaranteed to be interpreted 
as distinct elements of A. Then it is clear how S could be programmed to use 
this apparatus to simulate some particular blank-tape Turing machine, M. 
Namely, S remembers M's  state (by its point of execution in the flowchart) and 
uses a storage cell (an X) to store a code for the instantaneous description of 
M's  tape configuration.The details of the simulation are straightforward. 
Now suppose we do not make all these guarantees, i.e., S might have to run 
on a "bad" interpretation. Then there is still a flowchart schema, call it S', 
which correctly simulates M if the interpretation is good enough, and can detect 
when it is not good enough. Namely, obtain S' from S as follows: Whenever S 
computes X :z  _L(Y1, y~), S' does this and immediately checks HI(X ) ? Y1 
and FI2(X ) ~ Y~. If  so, S' proceeds as S would. If not S' concludes that the 
interpretation is not sufficiently good to simulate 34. 
Wkh these programming techniques in mind, we are in position to prove 
THEOREM 1.1. There are flowchart schemata S 1 and S 2 such that 
2 Paterson (1968) has no special equality predicate. The decision to allow one is similar 
to choosing to study predicate calculus with, rather than without, equality, which is 
currently the preponderant choice. 
3 We consider as inherent in the "symbol" a description of whether it is a function 
or a relation symbol and how many arguments it takes. Thus, if X'(S1) = ~g°(Se), then 
$1 and S~ have the same function symbols with same respective numbers of arguments 
and the same predicate symbols with same respective numbers of arguments. 
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(i) $1~ $2, and 
(ii) there is no flowchart schema S with ~(S)  C_ 5~(S~) n ~($2)  such that 
S 1-+ S and S -+ S 2 . 
Proof. S 1 and $2 will have function symbols n, 0, d(.), _L(., .), H_I (.), _//3('), 
and n, _0, _d(.), _L'(., .), Hi '  (.), _//3'('), respectively, each symbol with the indicated 
number of arguments. (Their only predicate symbol is ~. )  Let M be a Turing 
machine which halts exactly on K ~ {x [ cpx(x ) converges}? 
Description of Sa's "program": 
1. Let Y :=n.  
2. Iterate Y :=  d(Y) until Y gets value O. (If this never happens, diverge.) 
Count up the number of times d(.) is applied using cell X and the functions L, 
/ /1,  and /72- Whenever L(ax, as) is computed check that/71(L(a~, as) ) = a 1 
and FI2(L(al , a2) ) = a 2 . If  not, go to 4. 
3. Simulate M on the input integer (coded) in X. Always make the checks 
about L, H 1 , and H e whenever L is used. If the checks ever fail, go to 4. If M 
ever halts, halt. 
4. Go into an infinite loop. 
S2's program differs from Sl's in the following ways: _L,', //1' , H 2' are used 
instead of _L, H I ,  H2,  and (4) is replaced by 
4'. HALT.  
Now, to see that S 1 -+ $2 • Suppose ~ ~ $1 • As 4 is not reached uring the 
execution of S 1 on 6g, $1 never had any difficulty with its coding functions. We 
may assume S 2 never has difficulty with its coding functions, since if it does it 
will halt, as desired. S 1 must have reached 3 (since it did halt eventually), so, 
as S 2 uses the same n, _0, _d(-) as S 1 uses, S 2 also reaches 3, and has the same 
integer coded in X as S 1 did. S 1 halted, so 34 halts on this integer, so S 2 halts. 
Now, suppose S were an interpolating flowchart schema. Its only symbols 
are _n, _0, _d(.), and 7_. Consider what happens if A is interpreted as {0, 1, 2,...}, 
L ~ L' = a 1-1 onto map from A × A --~ A, 
H 1 = H l' = the appropriate first projection, 
172 - /72 '  = the appropriate second projection, 
d(x) =x- -  1 if x4=0,  
= 0 otherwise, 
_0 interpreted as 0, n interpreted as some natural number. Then S x and S 2 halt 
4 Notation as in Rogers (1967). M has domain the usual diagonal halting set of integers. 
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iff n ~ K. Thus S halts iff n ~ K. But for any given n, the run of S can never 
produce a value in any of S's finitely many storage cells exceeding n. So it is 
simple to compute abound on how long S can run without looping. This yields a 
decision procedure for the question "Is n ~ K ?," which is absurd. | 
To summarize the proof of Theorem 1.l, given a standard interpretation, 
S 1 and S 2 used their extra functions to code unbounded amounts of information, 
i.e., a Turing machine tape. (Although S 1 and S 2 might be using different coding 
functions under some interpretation it did not matter, as each could tell when 
its functions failed to do their job.) An interpolating schema S would have no 
coding ability at all, so was reduced, on any given run, to being a finite state 
machine. But as S interpolates between two Turing machines doing the same 
computation, S also must give the same result, which leads to an immediate 
contradiction with the unsolvability of the halting problem. 
2. INTERPOLATION FAILS FOR FLOWCHART SCHEMATA WITH COUNTERS 
This section starts by considering the question, "Can implicit computation 
reduce the number of storage cells needed by an explicit computation ?" A 
concrete construction shows why the answer is "yes." A corollary will be the 
failure of interpolation for flowchart schemata with counters. 
The first thing needed is a definition of what it means to produce a term 
using a certain number of storage cells. Suppose f f  is a set of function symbols. 
A term in ~- is just a well-formed composition of the function symbols in ~.  
If 6~ is an interpretation for #-, and t is a term in ~,  e~(t) denotes the evaluation 
of t in 5.  
DEFINITION. ~ is a free interpretation of f f  if 
(i) for each a ~ _//, (.//is the domain of C[) there is a term in ~,  t, such that 
a = ea(t); 
(ii) if t and u are distinct terms in Y ,  then e~(t) ~ e~(u). 
Clearly if 0 /and  6~' are free interpretations of ~ ,  the map e~(t) ~ e~,(t) 
gives an isomorphism from (7/to 0/'. Thus one can speak of the free interpretation 
of i f ,  which is denoted ~7[~-. 
DEFII~-ITION. A flowchart schema produces a term t in a set of function symbols 
if, when run on ~,  the value e~(t )  ever appears in a storage cell. t is 
k-cell-producible if some flowchart schema with no more than k cells, (i.e., 
variable symbols), produces t. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let ~.~ be any set of function symbols containing at least 
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(i) one constant symbol, 
(ii) one r-ary function symbol with r >~ 2. 
Then for each integer h there is a term in o ~" which is not h-cell producible. 
To avoid a digression from the main development, the proof of this proposition 
has been relegated to Appendix A. ~ 
THEOREM 2.2 (Implick computability of terms). Let ~ be a set of function 
symbols each of which is at most r-ary. Let to, t 1 .... , be any enumeration of the 
terms in ~- such that for each term, t, all subterms of t occur in the list before t 
occurs. Let C and L(.) be function symbols not in o~. Then for any n there is a 
flo~vchart schema, S ,  , with r 4- 2 cells such that 
8z ~ & i f /e l  ~ to = _c ^ t~ = L(_c) ^ t~ 
- - _L (L (_C) )  ^ . . .  ^ t~ -~ L~, (_C) .  
This theorem says that with a fixed number of cells, namely r + 2, any 
initial sequence of terms can be implicitly computed, i.e., an alleged list of these 
terms can be checked. Proposition 2.1 says, on the other hand, that no number 
of cells will suffice to explicitly compute, i.e., to produce, all initial sequences of 
terms. 
Proof of 2.2. (The ideas here also appear in the proof of Theorem II  in 
Kfoury (1974).) S~ does the following: to must be a constant symbol. Put it into Y. 
Put C into Z. Now compare them. In general, having examined to ,..., t~ to 
check t,~+l , which is, say, _F(t,l, .... tit ) with each ij <~ m, develop in cell X~ 
the value L(iO(C). (This development can be done using just the cell Xj .  Put C 
into Xj and iterate X~ := _L(Xj).) Now, since the previous checks have been 
made before, we know that Xj contains the value of t~:. Do Y := F(X~ ..... X,.). 
Now put LI'*+~(C) into cell Z, (using just cell Z). Now compare Y and Z. 
If  all n comparisons show equality, halt, but if ever one fails, immediately 
go into an infinite loop. | 
Now, back to interpolation. The proof of 1.1 relied heavily on a flowchart 
schema's lack of inherent ability to compute all partial-recursive functions. 
If  we wish to examine the limitations of programs due to the nature of their 
manipulation of their algebraic objects we need to wash out the limitations due 
to the feebleness of their symbol-manipulating power. We do this by considering 
flowchart schemata with counters. While these devices can perform complex 
An earlier version of 2.1 used an additional unary function symbol. The author 
thanks A. J. Kfoury for pointing out that this additional symbol was unnecessary', and for 
several other helpful comments. 
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logical computations, they are still limited by having only finite memory for 
algebraic objects. 
To facilitate the exposition of Section 3, we now give a definition of flowchart 
schemata with counters in terms of Turing machine tapes. (It is easy to check 
that this definition is computationally the same as the usual formulations.) 
A Flowchart Schema with Counters (or FSC) consists of a finite flowchart made 
from the five types of boxes used in program schemata nd boxes of the form: 
(f) move head left 
(g) move head right 
(h) tape := # 
(i) tape := @ 
(j) TEST  tape 
Given an interpretation, the run of a FSC proceeds in the obvious way, 
under the following conventions: The computation starts with a two-way 
infinite tape marked into squares, each initially containing the symbol # and 
with a head resting on one of the squares. Boxes (h) and (i) cause the specified 
symbol to be written on the square currently scanned by the head. Box (j) 
branches one of two ways depending on whether the contents of the scanned 
square is # or @. 
THEOREM 2.3. There are FSC's S t and S~ such that 
(i) S 1--~ $2,  and 
(ii) there is no FSC S with 5( ' (S)C S (S1)n  5~($2) such that S 1 -+ S 
and S -+ S 2 . 
Proof. $1 and S~ both have function symbols _n, 0, d(-), _b, g(., .) and predicate 
symbols _P(') and "~. In addition $1 has function symbols C and _L(') and S 2 
has C' and _L'('). 
Here is Sl's program: 
1. Iteratively compute _d(n), _d(21(_n), _d(Z)(_n),..., until the value 0 is reached. 
Count the number of times the iteration occurs. (Call it v.) Consider a standard 
enumeration t o , t I ,..., of all terms in {_b, g} like that in 2.2. Check that C = t o , 
L(C)  = t 1 ,..., L(")(C) ~- tv . I f  any check fails, go to 3. 
2. Test P(L(")(C)). I f  true, HALT .  If  not, go into an infinite loop. 
3. Go into an infinite loop. 
S2's program differs in that _C' and _L' replace _C and _L, and 3 is replaced by 
3'. HALT .  
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An argument like that in 1.1 shows that S 1 --~ S 2 . Now suppose S is a FSC 
using only _n, _0, _d('), b, g(., .), P(.), and, ? which interpolates between S 1 and 
S~. Fix a natural number n. Define interpretations 6g,, + and 6gn- as follows: 
The domain of 6g~ + is {0, 1, 2,...} td B, where B is the domain of a free 
interpretation, ~ ,  of {_b, _g}, chosen so that {0, l, 2,...} n B - ~ .  _n is interpreted 
as n, O_ as 0, _d as in 1.1 extended to B by d(x) = 0 for x ~ B. _b is interpreted as 
it is in ~.  _g is interpreted as in ~ when all arguments are in B, and defined to be 0 
otherwise. C = C' = e~(_b) (b must be t o in any enumeration as in 2.2 of the 
terms in {b, g}), L = L'  is defined on B so that e~(G) = L~m)(C) for all m, and 
defined to be 0 on {0, 1, 2,...}. Finally 
P(x) ~ FALSE for x ~ e~(t,,), 
TRUE for x = e~(t~). 
~n-  differs from ~+ only in that 
P(x) ~ FALSE for all x. 
Now, for any n, S 1 and S 2 both halt on 6gn + and diverge on ~.,-.  Thus S 
does likewise. Let k = number of variable symbols in S. By 2.1 take n such that 
no program schema with only k-cells operating on ~ can produce t~. But now 
e~(t) does not occur during the computation of S on 6g,~ +or 6g~-, for if it did 
it is easy to see how to suppress all use of n_, O, _el from the production of e~(t~) 
and get a program schema with k cells operating on the free interpretation of
{_b, g} to produce t~. As e~(t~) occurs for neither interpretation, the computations 
of S on 6g,, + and 6g~- are identical, a contradiction as the first halts and the 
second diverges. | 
To summarize the proof above, S 1 and S 2 used extra functions to implictly 
define a term which S could not explicitly produce. S 1 and $2 could then check 
something about this value which S could not check. 
Notice that if S had been allowed unlimited storage for algebraic objects it 
could have interpolated. It would simply have computed t~ and checked P(t~). 
The main theorem of the next section shows that all counterexamples to inter- 
polation for FSC's are of this nature. When unbounded algebraic storage is 
allowed, an interpolant can always be found. 
3. INTERPOLATION HOLDS FOR UNBOUNDED-STORAGE PROGRAM SCHEMATA 
An unbounded storage program schema (or UPS) is a FSC which has a 
second tape marked off in squares on which algebraic objects can be stored and 
from which they can be recalled to a storage cell. It is obvious how to formalize 
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this idea along the lines of the definition given in Section 2 for FSC, so we omit 
the details. 6
The following is a simple observation, used implicitly in Friedman (1971), 
Kfoury (1973), and Strong (1971). 
LEMMA 3.1. Let S be an UPS and let n be a natural number. Then there is a 
quantifier-free sentence (of first-order predicate calculus), qo~ s, such that for any 
interpretation 6g for S, 
6g ~ ¢pJ iff S halts on 6~ in no more than n steps. 
Proof. List all possible courses of execution of S for its first n steps. Each 
course of execution, c, is caused by a certain conjunction of quantifier-free facts 
about 6g, ¢c • %s is the disjunction of {¢~ ] c is one of these courses of execution 
during which S halts}. | 
LEMMA 3.2. Suppose Sl and S2 are UPS and S1--~ S 2 . Then for each n there 
is a p such that 
~__ sl__~ s2. 
Proof. As $1 --~ S~, for any U/such that 6g ~ qo sl there is a k such that 
6g ~ ~o s2. So by compactness for first-order logic, for some finite set {k0, kl ,... , k~-}, 
~-- 5°sl --~ (~°S~o v "- v ~%).s~ Let p = max(k 1,...,kj). Then as ~ 9s~_~ 
(~%s~ v "-" v 9s~), we are done. | 
LEMMA 3.3 (Interpolation for quantifier-free sentences). Suppose 91 and 92 
are quantifier-free sentences and ~ ~o 1-*  9~. Then for some quantifier-free 
sentence ~o with d~(9 ) _C ~0(%) n ~°(~02) , 
~-- ~01---~ ~0 
and 
~--5o--,~o~. 
The point, of course, is that ~o is quantifier-free also. Thus the lemma is not 
an immediate consequence of the Craig Interpolation Theorem. At the heart 
of the construction i  2.2 is the ability of using terms in an extra symbol to talk 
about very complicated, but unmentioned, terms in the language without the 
extra symbol. This demonstrates why this result is not an immediate corollary 
of interpolation for propositional calculus either. The actual proof of 3.3 is a 
somewhat complicated expansion, to handle terms, of the proof for propositional 
calculus. It appears in Appendix B. 
6 Similar devices have been studied by Friedman (1971), Kfoury (1974), Strong (1971), 
and others. For example, it is easily seen that Kfoury's "effective schemas," if provided 
with a predicate always to be interpreted as equality, are equivalent to UPS. 
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THEOREM 3.4. Suppose S 1 and S 2 are UPS and S 1 ~ S 2 . Then there is an 
UPS S such that ~f(S) C_C_ ~f(S1) (~ ~f(S2) , SI --~ S, and S --~ $2. 
Proof. Here is S's program: 
Enumerate all proofs of the form 50x~ --+ epsp~. Each time one 
is found, proceed as follows: Construct he interpolant 50 (as 
in 3.3). 7 As ~o is quantifier-free and uses only available 
symbols, it is easy to check whether 50 holds. I f  it does, then 
halt. I f  not, continue the enumeration. 
Now, to check that S 1 ~ S, let C /~ $1. Then for some n, 0 /~ 50sl. By 
3.2, for some p, ~-- q)sl __~ 50so. So during execution on 5,  S finds this 50~1 and 
this 50 s2. When S checks the interpolant 50, it finds that it holds (as C[ ~ 50si 
and therefore also 6~ ~ 50), so S halts. 
It is also clear that S ~ $2, for if S halts on C/then 6~ ~ ~ s2 for some p, 
so S 2 halts on C/. | 
4. INTERPOLATION FAILS FOR PREDICATE-AUGMENTED PROGRAM SCHEMATA 8 
The failure of interpolation for flowchart schemata with counters was due 
to an ability to implicitly check, with a fixed amount of storage, terms which 
needed large amounts of storage to produce. In this section we deal with schemata 
each of which has fixed first-order formulas built in. Failure of interpolation 
comes from the ability to implicitly check all first-order formulas, i.e., to check 
truth. Now, truth for a structure is not implicitly definable, for else, by Beth's 
theorem it would be explicitly definable, in contradiction to Tarski's famous 
result that truth is not definable by a first-order formula. But truth is implicitly 
definable up to the "standard part" of certain structures, which will prove to be 
enough. The counterexample schema checks that its extra predicate is a truth- 
predicate, at least up to the standard part, and then uses that predicate on a 
number it knows to be standard. This is analogous to the FSC which checked 
that its list of terms was correct up to an integer n, then tested something about 
what the list said was the nth term. 
A predicate-augmented program schema (or PAPS) is a finite flowchart built 
7 An effective procedure for getting ~ is inherent in the proof of 3.3. Actually, even 
were this not so, finding go could still be effectively done by enumerating all proofs until 
such a fo is found. 
8 This section relies more heavily than the preceding sections on various results about 
first-order logic. There are a number of good references for this background material, 
for example, Mendelson (1964) and Chang-Keisler (1973). 
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from boxes (a)-(e) as for program schemata, and predicate boxes of the form: 
TEST  ~o(Y 1,..., Yk). 
cp may be any first-order formula with k-free variables. During execution of 
such a box, on a structure 6g, one of two branches is taken according to whether 
~ ~ (contents of I71 ,..., contents of Y~). If any of the Yi have never been 
stored into when the box is executed, the computation diverges. 
We choose to work with the basic axioms of Zermelo-Fraenkel set theory, 9
although one could carry through the construction below using Peano arithmetic. 
Let FZF (finite ZF) be the first-order sentence obtained by taking the con- 
junction of the axiom of extensionality, the empty set axiom, the pair axiom, 
the sum set axiom, and the negation of the axiom of infinity. Let HF ~- the 
hereditarily finite sets. 1° ~ --= (HF, e) is the minimal model of FZF in the 
sense that if ~ = (A, E) 11 ~ FZF then there is an embedding, i~, of ~o  ~ 
into ~ defined (inductively) by 
iog( 2~ ) ~- the unique element a of A such that no y E a, 
i~(x) ~ the unique element a of A such that 
{ y I y E a} = {i~(y) L Y ~ x}. 
We call ie[HF] the standard part of 6g. ie[{0, 1, 2,...}] are called the standard 
integers of 6~. 
Here are some routine facts: 
Fact 4.1. There is a formula H(x, y) which defines over JE~- a map h from 
o)(~{0, I, 2,...}) 1-1 onto HF, and H defines the corresponding function over 
any model of FZF, i.e., for 6g ~ FZF, x e ~o, 
6g ~ ic~(h(x)) is the unique y satisfying H(i,2(x), y). 
Fact 4.2. There is a G6del numbering, (i.e., 1-1 onto map from ~o), of all 
formulas of ~5 (with parameters in HF) defined by a formula G in the same 
sense as h is defined by H. 
We use n to denote the formula with G6del number n. 
t..._a 
Fact 4.3. There is an implicit definition of truth, i.e., a formula r, using the 
symbols E and T such that for any T _C HF, 
(HF, e ,T )~r  iff T={n lo~-~n.} .  
See Cohen (1966) for a list of these axioms. 
10 That is, the sets of finite rank, as defined in Cohen (1966, Chap. 5). 
la That is, 6g is a structure with underlying set A, and E is a 2-ary relation playing the 
role of e. 
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Moreover, if (A, E) ~ FZF, T_C A, and (A, E, T) ~ 7, then 
T n ie[oJ] --  {i~(n) I 5 ~ ie(n), 
where iez(n ) means q0(ie(q),..., ia(ck)) when.n.is 9(q .... , ck)}. 
I I 
In Fact 4.3, 7 has clauses like "the GSdel number of ~xg(x) is in T ~ Sx 
(the G6del number of 9(x) is in T)." It is easy to see by induction that for 
(A, E) ~ FZF if (A, E, T) ~ 7, then T must be as required on the standard 
integers of S. However, for 5 = (A, E) a nonstandard model, i.e., A if: standard 
part of 5,  there may be several different T's such that (A, E, T) ~ 7. (They will 
differ only on the nonstandard part of 5.  Of  course, no first-order formula can 
define the notion "standard part.") 
THEOREM 4.4. There are PAPS S 1 and S 2 such that 
(i) S 1-+ $2, 
(ii) there is no PAPS S with ~q~(S) C ~¢($1) n ~($2)  and such that S 1 ~ S 
and S ~ S 2 . 
Pro@ S 1 and S 2 each have function symbols n, _0, _L(., .), _S(.), and predicate 
symbols g and ~-. In addition S 1 has predicate symbol T, and S 2 has T'. 
Here is Sl's program: 
1. Check the following predicates (using appropriate TEST  ~o boxes): 
FZF 
"0_ is the empty set" 
"L is the pairing function given by the pair set axiom" 
"_S is the sum function given by the sum set axiom" 
T .  
If any of these fail, go to 3. 
2. Starting from 0 use _L and _S to iteratively construct 1, 2,... until _n is 
reached. (If never reached, an infinite loop results.) When _n is reached, 
TEST  T(_n). I f  it holds, then HALT ,  otherwise go into an infinite loop. 
3. Go into an infinite loop. 
S2's program differs only in that 7 is replaced by 7', where 7' is obtained from 7 
by replacing Tby  T',  (2) uses T'  instead of T, and (3) is replaced by (3'). HALT .  
To check that S 1 -+ S~, assume that 5 ~ S1, but 5 t=/= Sz. So 5 ~ FZF, 
n is a standard integer of 5 and T is a truth predicate, and T(n) holds. As S 2 
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does not reach (3'), T' is also a truth predicate, so also T'(n) holds as T and T' 
agree on the standard part of C/. Therefore S~ does halt, a contradiction. 
Now suppose we had a PAPS, S, with only symbols n, 0, _L, S, ~-. Consider 
running $1, S, and S~ for C /= (HF, ~, n, ~ ,L, S, T, T'), where n ~ oJ,L(x, y) = 
{x, y}, and S(x) = ~J~x Y, i.e., the usual pair and sum functions, and T = T' 
is the truth predicate. Then they will all halt iff HF ~.n .  Now U ~ {n [ S halts 
~k subset of oJ for some large enough k (Le., large when started as above} is a o 
enough to evaluate each ~o occurring in a TEST  ~o box of S). But U = 
{n ] HF ~ .n.}, which is of same Turing degree as the complete arithmetic set 
of integers (i.e., 0(~)), so cannot be ~o. | 
The proof above would go through unchanged if PAPS were further expanded 
to have counters and/or tapes. If, on the other hand, PAPS were allowed to 
manufacture ~o's during execution tO be used in TEST  ~'s, then a proof like that 
of 3.4 shows that interpolation would hold. 
As a final remark, questions of interpolation have been of great interest in 
infinitary logic, particularly for the language Lo~t.~o. (See, for example, Lopez- 
Escobar (1963) and Scott (1965).) For each class of schemata studied here, there 
is an obvious corresponding subclass of (the constructive part of ) Lo, t,~ • Each 
result above about interpolation or the failure of interpolation gives the same 
result for the corresponding subclass o fL~,~.  
APPENDIX A: PROOF OF 2.1 
Say ~ has, at least, _b and _g(', "). (The proof will easily extend to the case in 
which g is r-ary for r > 2.) 
Notation. po ~ b. P,+l -~ g(P~, P~). The p~ are called iterates of g. 
DEFINITION. For any nonconstant term u(tl ,..., t,), the immediate subterms 
are t 1 ,..., t , .  The term closure of u, t.c. (u), for any term u, is the smallest set of 
terms, X, such that u ~ X and whenever t ~ X then all immediate subterms of t 
are also in X. 
DEFINITION. Two terms, t and u, in _b and g are nonoverlapping iff t.e. (t) n 
t.c. (u) contains only iterates ofg. 
We will construct, by induction on k, terms uk(x 1 ,..., x~k) such that whenever 
il ,..., i2~, Jl ,..-,J2* are 2 k+l distinct natural numbers, then 
(i) u~(pi 1,..., pq~) and uk(pj~ .... , p~2k ) are nonoverlapping. 
(ii) For any computation of a flowchart schema producing v ~ u~ 
643/3612-8 
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(Pix , . . . ,  Pia~), there is a time during the computation at which at least k -k 1 cells 
contain (the evaluations of) elements of t.c. (v). 
Clearly the v above is a required in 2.1. 
ul(xl ,  x~) is just g(xl ,  x2). Clearly, a flowchart schema working on the free 
interpretation of ~- must use two cells to compute Ul (P i  1 , p i2 )  , namely the cells 
containing pi~ and pfi when the assignment box which produces the desired term 
is executed, So (ii) holds. Property (i) is obvious. 
Now, let uk+l(xl .... , x2~+~) be g(u~(xl ,..., x~), Uk(XZk+l ,..., X2k+0). The analysis 
that follows is clarified by referring to "parsing diagrams" like that in Fig. 1 
for u~(po , P1, P~ , P3)" 
b-po 
FIG, 1. 
Pi P2 P5 
u2(Po,PI, P2~P3) 
Parsing diagram for u2(po , p l  , p~ , p3). 
In the diagram x -*- y means that y = g(x, x) and 
x-,~ ~/.y 
z 
means z = g(x, y). 
The evaluation of the term at the bottom vertex using k cells corresponds to 
playing a game on this graph using k tokens. One starts with all the tokens in 
hand. At each move in the game any single token can be shifted from ks current 
place to an accessible vertex. A vertex is accessible if either it is b, or its immediate 
predecessor(s) each have a token, or it, itself, has a token. The object of the game 
is to get a token onto the bottom vertex. The idea of the following argument will 
become apparent if one tries this game with two tokens on the graph in Fig. 1. 
Let i 1 ,..., i2~+1 be distinct natural numbers. Then u~+l(pfi,..., Pi~+l) is 
g(v, v'), where w is u~(pfi ,..., pi~k) and w' is u~(pi~÷l ,..., Pf~+l)- Note that, by 
induction, w and w' are nonoverlapping. Property (i) follows directly. To check 
(ii), suppose we had a computation on the free interpretation of~" that produced 
g(v, v') using only k -b 1 cells. We may as well assume g(w, v') is produced at 
the last step in the computation. Look at the last time, t, in the computation at 
which there are k ~- 1 cells containing elements of t.c. (v). (By induction, there 
is such a time, since, clearly, v must be produced in order to produceg(w, w').) Let 
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t' be the last time there are k + 1 cells containing elements of t.c. (v'). By 
symmetry, assume t comes before, or simultaneously with, t'. So, as v and v' 
are nonoverlapping, the only elements of t.c. (v) in storage cells at time t' are 
iterates ofg. But v is not an iterate of g, so after t' and before the last step of the 
computation, v must be produced without ever having k + 1 cells at once 
containing elements of t.c. (v). 
Now, suppose that at time t' not all the k + 1 cells contain elements of 
t.c. (v). As values not in t.c. (v) may just as well never be produced in the pro- 
duction of v, and as any computation putting an iterate of g into cell X can be 
replaced by a computation using only the cell X, the production of v after 
time t'  can be translated into a production of v using less than k -{- 1 cells, 
contradicting the inductive hypothesis. 
I f  all cells at time t' contain elements of t.c. (v), then these are all iterates of g, 
and by definition of t', the next step of the computation must replace one of 
these by a value not in t.c. (v). Now, starting at the next stage after t', the same 
argument applies as before. | 
Remark.  It can easily be seen that u~(ph,... , p~#) is always (k-1-1)-cell 
producible, although for the i~ distinct we have seen that it is not k-cell 
producible. 
APPENDIX  B: INTERPOLATION FOR QUANTIFIER-FREE SENTENCES 12 
Assume cp1 and ~% are quantifier-free sentences and ~-~Pl --~ 92 • The difficulty 
in finding a quantifier-free interpolant ~o is that the procedure used must 
somehow uncover the terms of ~.W(~ol)~ i¢(9z)qo 1 talks about but does not 
explicitly mention. To see how the procedure presented in this proof works, 
one can trace what the analysis does for 91 = the quantifier-free sentence which 
says "the schema constructed in the proof of 2.2 halts." 
For ease of notation, let C = ~q~(~ol) (~oW(9~). Suppose ~ ~ 91. Let al ,... , am 
be a list of the distinct elements in {ec~(t) I t is a term or subterm appearing in 
~ol}. Build a set of terms, ~--a inductively as follows: 
~j-a0 = all terms and subterms appearing in ~o 1. 
3-~ +1 is obtained from 3"a~ by adding new terms whenever the 
following occurs: 
x2 Harrington has pointed out that there is a somewhat less effective proof of this result 
using a model-theoretic "double compactness" argument. The advantage of the proof 
presented here is that it gives a concrete algorithm, and thus a concrete upper bound 
on the computational complexity, for finding the interpolant given the two quantifier- 
free sentences. 
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I f  for some ai~ ,..., a%, 1 ~ i~. ~ m, and some F in C there are 
in 3"e/nua ,..., u , ,  terms in C with e~(u~) = ai~, 1 ~ j  ~p,  
and ~ ~F(u :  ..... u,)  = ar for some r, 1 ~ r ~ m, and i f  
there is no u in ~Y-e/~, a term in C of form F(u:',..., u, ')  with 
ee/(uj) = ai~, then add F(u: .... , u,) to ~'~+:. 
The italicized proviso ensures that for some large enough n, ~-~+: ---- 3-e/n. 
Define ~-e/to be ~z-e/n for the least such n. Let DcL be the "diagram of J-el with 
respect to C," i.e., the conjunction of all sentences ~b which are atomic or 
negations of atomic sentences in the language of C, using only terms in ~-'a, 
and such that tT/~ ~b. Clearly ~ ~ {De/I G /~ ~:} is finite. Finally, take 
~ the disjunction of all D in ~.  
Now, clearly ~-91 --> cp, for if ~ ~ ~01 , then ~ ~ De/, and De/is one of the 
disjuncts in 9. 
Now, suppose ~ ~ ~0 A -~9z. So ~ ~ De/for some ~, 6~ ~ 91 • Let the t i 
and a~ be as above. Let aq ,..., ai, be those ai such that for some u in ~-'e/, 
u a term in C, ee/(u) = ai .  Let au denote ee/(u) for such u. 
Let ai,+: ,..., ai~ be the remaining a~. For each u in J 'e/, u a term in C, let 
b u -~ e~(u). As 9~ ~ Dcz, the map b~ ~-~p au is well defined and if b~ :/: b, ,  
then a u :/: a v . I f  a u is a~, use be to denote b~. We now extend ~ as follows: 
Adjoin to ~ new points, bi,+: ,..., bi . Call the expanded omain B +. Extend p 
to these points by p(bi) ---- a i .  Now we extend the functions and relations to 
get ~+. Extend functions F in C to tuples involving new points in any way so 
thatF(b~ .... , b%) = b%+~ wheneverF(p(b~:),..., p(b%)) = p(b%+:). For functionsF 
in 5¢(cpl) - -  C define them on tuples from B + also in any way so as to satisfy 
the above condition. Extend functions in oW(9z) - -C  arbitrarily. Notice that 
we did not redefine an F in C on tuples from B, so we do not automatically have 
the above condition if each b,: ,..., b,~ is in B. 
Now consider the construction of 3z'e/. 
Given such b~,,..., br~+a, for 1 ~ j ~ k each br~ is b~ for some uj in ~--e/, 
u~. a term in C. So there are terms in C, u / in  ~'~, such that F(u:',..., u~') 
u~+: is in "d-'e/and ~ ~ u/  = u~., 1 ~< j ~ k. So 
~F(u :  ,..., u~) = u~+~ ; 
then, as~ ~ De/ ,~ ~u~ ~uj ' ,  so 
~_F(u l , . . . ,  u~) =,~+1.  
So we do have the desired condition in this case also, as p(b%) = au~, for 
1 <j~k+l .  
Now, for predicate symbols P in ~a(9:) , extend them to B + in any way so that 
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~+ ~ P(brl .... , b~) iff ~ ~ P(p(brl),... , p(brk)). Extend P in 5°(cp2) - -  ~(~01) 
arbitrarily. 
Now, as p-1 preserves all properties of the a i relevant o %,  clearly ~+ ~- cpl. 
Hence ~+ ~ ~o 2 . But q02 is quantif ier-free, and ~ agrees with ~+ on the terms 
and relations relevant o ~02 . So ~,~ ~ cpz, a contradiction. | 
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